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NP-completeness

The phenomenon of NP-completeness is important for both
theoretical and practical reasons.

• theoretical: A researcher attempting to prove that P = NP only
needs to �nd a polynomial time algorithm for an NP-complete
problem to achieve this goal.

• practical: May prevent wasting time searching for a nonexistent
polynomial time algorithm to solve a particular problem.

Note: The author (Michael Sipser, Introduction to the Theory of
Computation) believes that P 6= NP , so proving that a problem is
NP-complete is evidence of its nonpolynomiality.
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Polynomial Time Reducibility

When problem A is e�ciently reducible to problem B, an e�cient
solution to B can be used to solve A e�ciently.

De�nition
A function f : Σ∗ → Σ∗ is a polynomial time computable function if
some polynomial time Turing machine M exists that halts with just
f(w) on its tape, when started on any input w.

De�nition
Language A is polynomial time mapping reducible, or simply
polynomial time reducible, to language B, written A ≤P B, if a
polynomial time computable function f : Σ∗ → Σ∗ exists, where for
every w, w ∈ A⇐⇒ f(w) ∈ B. The function f is called the
polynomial time reduction of A to B.

If one language is polynomial time reducible to a language already
known to have a polynomial time solution, we obtain a polynomial
time solution to the original language.
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Theorem
If A ≤P B and B ∈ P , then A ∈ P .

Proof
Let M be the polynomial time algorithm deciding B and f be the
polynomial time reduction from A to B. We describe a polynomial
time algorithm N deciding A as follows:
N = �On input w:

1. Compute f(w)

2. Run M on input f(w) and output whatever M outputs.�

• w ∈ A whenever f(w) ∈ B because f is a reduction from A to B

• M accepts f(w) whenever w ∈ A
• N runs in polynomial time because each of its two stages runs in
polynomial time.
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De�nition
A language B is NP-complete if it satis�es two conditions:

1. B is in NP, and

2. every A in NP is polynomial time reducible to B.
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Satis�ability Problem

A Boolean formula is satis�able if some assignment of 0s and 1s to the
variables makes the formula evaluate to 1.

Example

φ = (x ∧ y) ∨ (x ∧ z)

The satis�ability problem is to test whether a Boolean formula is
satis�able.

SAT = {< φ > | φ is a satis�able Boolean formula.}

Theorem (Cook-Levin Theorem)

SAT ∈ P i� P = NP
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Cook-Levin Theorem

Theorem
SAT is NP-complete.

Proof:
B Show that SAT is in NP.
A nondeterministic polynomial TM can guess an assignment to a
given formula φ and accept if the assignment satis�es φ.

B Show that every language A in NP is polynomial time reducible to
SAT.

Take any language A in NP.
Let N be a nondeterministic TM that decides A in nk time for some
constant k.
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A tableau for N on w is an nk × nk table whose rows are the
con�gurations of a branch of the computation of N on input w.

The problem of determining whether N accepts w is equivalent to the
problem of determining whether an accepting tableau for N on w
exists.
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We need a polynomial time reduction f from A to SAT. On input w,
the reduction produces a formula φ.

• Say that Q and Γ are the state set and tape alphabet of N .
Let C = Q ∪ Γ ∪ {#}.

• For each i and j between 1 and nk and for each s in C we have a
variable xi,j,s.
xi,j,s takes on the value 1 if cell[i, j] of the tableau contains an s.

• The formula φ is the AND of four parts
φcell ∧ φstart ∧ φmove ∧ φaccept.
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The �rst thing that must be guaranteed in order to obtain a
correspondence between an assignment and a tableau is that the
assignment turns on exactly one variable for each cell. This is ensured
by φcell:

φcell =
∧

1≤i,j≤nk

(∨
s∈C

xi,j,s

)
∧

 ∧
s,t∈C,s6=t

(xi,j,s ∨ xi,j,t)
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Formula φstart ensures that the �rst row of the table is the starting
con�guration of N on w:

φstart = x1,1,# ∧ x1,2,q0 ∧ x1,3,w1
∧ x1,4,w2

∧ · · · ∧ x1,n+2,wn
∧ x1,n+3,t

∧ · · · ∧ x1,nk−1,t ∧ x1,nk,#

Formula φaccept guarantees that an accepting con�guration occurs in
the tableau.

φaccept =
∨

1≤i,j≤nk

xi,j,qaccept
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Finally, formula φmove guarantees that each row of the table
corresponds to a con�guration that legally follows the preceding row's
con�guration according to Ns rules. Note, a 2× 3 window is legal if it
might appear when one con�guration correctly follows another.

φmove =
∧

1≤i,j≤nk

( the (i, j) window is legal)

Replace the text `the (i, j) window is legal' with the following formula:

∧
a1, a2, . . . , a6
is a legalwindow

(
xi,j−1,a1

∧ xi,j,a2
∧ xi,j+1,a3

∧ xi+1,j−1,a4
∧ xi+1,j,a5

∧ xi+1,j+1,a6

)
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• Estimate the number of variables:

• An nk × nk table contains n2k cells.
• Each cell has l = |C| variables associated with it.
• Because l depends only on TM N and not on the length of the

input, the total number of variables is O(n2k).

• Estimate the size of each of the parts of φ:

• φcell contains a �xed-size fragment of the formula for each cell, so

its size is O(n2k).
• φstart has a fragment for each cell in the top row, so its size is

O(nk).
• φmove and φaccept each contains a �xed-size fragment of the

formula for each cell, so its size is O(n2k).
• Thus φ's total size is O(n2k).
• This bound is su�cient for our purposes because it shows that

the size of φ is polynomial in n. If it were more than polynomial,

the reduction wouldn't have any chance of generating it in

polynomial time.

• Each component of the formula is composed of many nearly identical

fragments, which di�er only at the indices in a simple way. Therefore

we may easily construct a reduction that produces φ in polynomial

time from the input w.

Therefore, SAT is NP-complete.
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A clause is several literals connected with ∨s, as in (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x3).

A formula is in conjunctive normal form, called a cnf − formula, if it
comprises several clauses connected with ∧s. It is a 3cnf − formula,
if all the clauses have three literals.

Let 3SAT = {< φ > | φ is a satis�able 3cnf-formula}.

Corollary
3SAT is NP-complete

B Obviously, 3SAT is in NP. It remains to be shown that all
languages in NP reduce to 3SAT in polynomial time.

• We modify the proof of SAT so that it directly produces a 3-cnf
formula. Note that φcell, φaccept, φstart are already in cnf.

• φmove is a big AND of subformulas, each of which is an OR of
ANDs. Note: The distributive laws state that we can replace an
OR of ANDs with an equivalent AND of ORs.

• If the clause contains l literals, (a1 ∨ a2 ∨ · · · ∨ al), we can replace
it with the l − 2 clauses
(a1∨a2∨z1)∧ (z1∨a3∨z2)∧ (z2∨a4∨z3)∧· · ·∧ (zl−3∨al−1∨al).
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B Obviously, 3SAT is in NP. It remains to be shown that all
languages in NP reduce to 3SAT in polynomial time.

• We modify the proof of SAT so that it directly produces a 3-cnf
formula.

Note that φcell, φaccept, φstart are already in cnf.
• φmove is a big AND of subformulas, each of which is an OR of
ANDs. Note: The distributive laws state that we can replace an
OR of ANDs with an equivalent AND of ORs.
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De�nition
A language B is NP-complete if it satis�es two conditions:

1. B is in NP, and

2. every A in NP is polynomial time reducible to B.

Theorem
If B is NP-complete and B ∈ P , then P = NP .

Theorem
If B is NP-complete and B ≤P C for C in NP, then C is NP-complete.

Once we have one NP-complete problem, we may obtain others by
polynomial reduction from it.
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Theorem
3SAT is polynomial time reducible to CLIQUE.

Proof:

Let φ = (a1 ∨ b1 ∨ c1) ∧ (a2 ∨ b2 ∨ c2) ∧ · · · ∧ (ak ∨ bk ∨ ck).

The reduction f generates the string < G, k >, where G is an
undirected graph de�ned as:

• The nodes in G are organized into k groups of three nodes each
called the triples, t1, . . . , tk.

• Each triple corresponds to one of the clauses in φ, and
• each node in a triple corresponds to a literal in the associated

clause. Label each node of G with its corresponding literal in φ.

• The edges of G connect all but two types of pairs of nodes in G.

• No edge is present between nodes in the same triple and
• no edge is present between two nodes with contradictory labels,

as in x2 and x2.

We show that φ is satis�able i� G has k-clique.
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Suppose that φ has a satisfying assignment.

• In that satisfying assignment, at least one literal is true in every
clause.

• In each triple of G, we select one node corresponding to a true
literal in the satisfying assignment. If more than one literal is
true in a particular clause, we choose one of the true literals
arbitrarily.

• The nodes just selected form a k-clique.

Therefore G contains a k-clique.
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Suppose that G has a k-clique.

• No two of the clique's nodes occur in the same triple because
nodes in the same triple aren't connected by edges. Therefore
each of the k triples contains exactly one of the k clique nodes.

• We assign truth values to the variables of φ so that each literal
labeling a clique node is made true. Doing so is always possible
because two nodes labeled in a contradictory way are not
connected by an edge and hence both can't be in the clique.

• Each triple contains a clique node and hence each clause contains
a literal that is assigned TRUE.

Therefore φ is satis�able.

Corollary
CLIQUE is NP-complete.
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If G is an undirected graph, a vertex cover of G is a subset of the
nodes where every edge of G touches one of those nodes.

The vertex
cover problem asks whether a graph contains a vertex cover of a
speci�ed size:

V ERTEX − COV ER = {< G, k >
where G is an undirected graph that has a k-node vertex cover}.
Theorem
VERTEX-COVER is NP-complete.

We need to show that 3SAT is polynomial time reducible to
V ERTEX − COV ER.
The reduction maps a 3cnf φ into a graph G and a number k, so that
φ is satis�able whenever G has a vertex cover with k nodes.

When constructing a polynomial time reduction from 3SAT to a
language, we look for structures in that language that can simulate the
variables and clauses in Boolean formulas.
Let us call this structures as gadgets.
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• For each variable X in φ, we produce an edge connecting two
nodes.
We label the 2 nodes in this gadget x and x.

• Each clause is a triple of three nodes that are labeled with the 3
literals of the clause.
These nodes are connected to each other and to the nodes in the
variables gadgets that have the identical labels.

• Thus the total number of nodes that appear in G is 2m+ 3l
where φ has m variables and l clauses. Let k = m+ 2l.
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We need to show that φ is satis�able if and only if G has a vertex
cover with k nodes.

B Suppose φ is satis�able.

• Put the nodes of the variable gadgets that correspond to the
TRUE literals in the assignment into the vertex cover.

• Select one TRUE literal in every clause and put the remaining
two nodes from every clause gadget into the vertex cover.

• These k = m+ 2l nodes cover all edges. (Why?)

• Hence, G has a vertex cover with k nodes.
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variable and the edges within the clause gadgets. That accounts
for all the k nodes, so none are left over.

• We take the nodes of the variable gadgets that are in the vertex
cover and assign the corresponding literals TRUE. This
assignment satis�es φ. (Why?)

• Hence, φ has a satisfying assignment.
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Theorem
SUBSETSUM is NP-complete.

We need to show that 3SAT is polynomial time reducible to
SUBSETSUM .

The reduction maps a 3cnf φ with variables x1, · · · , xn and clauses
c1, · · · ck into an instance of the SUBSETSUM problem
< S, t >wherein the elements of S and the number t are the rows in
the table on the next slide.
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The reduction maps a 3cnf φ with variables x1, · · · , xn and clauses
c1, · · · ck into an instance of the SUBSETSUM problem
< S, t >wherein the elements of S and the number t are the rows in
the table on the next slide expresses in ordinary decimal notation.

• S contains one pair of numbers, yi, zi for each variable xi in φ.

• The decimal representation is in two parts.
The left-hand part comprises a 1 followed by l − i 0s.
The right-hand part contains one digit for each clause.

• the jth digit of yi is 1 if clause cj contains literal xi
• the jth digit of zi is 1 if clause cj contains literal xi

• S also contains one pair of numbers gj , hj for each clause cj .
These numbers are equal and consist of a 1 followed by k − j 0s.

• The target number t, consists of l 1s followed by k 3s.
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Suppose φ is satis�able.

We construct a subset of S as follows:

• Select yi if xi is assigned TRUE. Select zi if otherwise.
• so far, the sum contains a 1 in each of the �rst l digits and a

number between 1 and 3 in each of the last k digits

• Select enough of the g and h numbers to bring each of the last k
digits up to 3.

• Sum would then be equal to t.
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Suppose that a subset of S sums to t.

First, note that a �carry� into the next column in the table never
occurs when a subset of S is added.

We make the satisfying assignment as follows:

• To get a 1 in each of the �rst l columns, the subset must have
either yi or zi for each i but not both.

• if the subset contains yi, assign xi as TRUE; otherwise, assign it

FALSE

• For each of the �nal k columns, at most 2 can come from g and
h. To get a 3, at least 1 (for each these columns) must come from
some yi or zi in the subset.

• if it is yi, then xi appears in cj and is assigned TRUE, so cj is
satis�ed.

• if it is zi, then xi appears in cj and xi is assigned FALSE, so cj is
satis�ed.

• Therefore, φ is satis�ed.
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Are there languages that are NOT Turing-recognizable?
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De�nition
A set A is countable if either it is �nite or it has the same size as N.

Q+, the set of positive rational numbers is countable.

R is uncountable.

Proof:
Suppose that a correspondence f exists between N and R.
Then f must pair all members of N will all members of R.
We need to �nd an x in R that is not paired with anything in N.
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Some languages are not Turing-recognizable.

• Σ∗ is countable, for any alphabet Σ.

• With only �nitely many strings of each length, we may form a list

of Σ∗ by writing down all strings of length 0, length 1, length 2,

and so on.

• The set of all Turing machines is countable.

• Each Turing machine has an encoding into a string < M >.
Simply omit those strings that are not legal encodings of Turing

machines, we can obtain a list of all Turing machines.

• The set of all in�nite binary sequences, B, is uncountable.
B is an unending sequence of 0s and 1s.

• The set of all languages over alphabet Σ, L, is uncountable.
• We show that there is a correspondence between L and B.

Σ∗ = { ε, 0 , 1, 00, 01, 10, 11 , 000, 001, · · · } ;
A = { 0 , 00, 01, 000, 001, · · · } ;
χA = 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 · · · ;
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• There are uncountably many languages.

• Only countably many Turing machines.

• Each Turing machine can recognize a single language.

• There are more languages than Turing machines.

• Some languages are not recognized by any Turing machine.
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A Turing-Unrecognizable Language

Theorem
A language is decidable i� it is Turing-recognizable and
co-Turing-recognizable.

That is, a language is decidable exactly when both it and its
complement are Turing-recognizable.

Proof:
If A is decidable, then it is easy to show that the complement A is also
decidable. Then A is Turing-recognizable and co-Turing-recognizable.

If both A and A are Turing-recognizable, we let M1 and M2 be
recognizers for A and A respectively.
The following machine M is a decider for A.
M = �On input w:

1. Run both M1 and M2 on input w in parallel.

2. If M1 accepts, accept; if M2 accepts, reject.�
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A Turing-Unrecognizable Language

Corollary
ATM is not Turing-recognizable.
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Questions?

See you next meeting!
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